Role of afferent information in the timing of motor commands: a comparative study with a deafferented patient.
The accuracy of the motor system in synchronizing simultaneous movements initiations was tested in two conditions: (1) when the motor commands were triggered by an external signal (reactive condition), and (2) when subjects self-paced their movement onsets (self-paced condition). The task consisted of initiating simultaneously ipsilateral finger extension and heel raising. Eight normal subjects and a deafferented patient were tested. In the reactive condition, both normal subjects and the deafferented patient exhibited a precession of finger initiation over heel raising. This delay corresponds to the difference observed in the reaction time of the two limbs when measured independently. It reflects the difference in conduction times of the efferent pathways, as if the two motor commands were released simultaneously through a common triggering signal in the motor cortex. In contrast, in the self-paced condition normal subjects showed precession of heel over finger onsets, suggesting that synchrony is based upon the evaluation of afferent information. Unlike normal subjects, the patient showed no heel precession in the self-paced condition. These findings suggest that reactive and self-paced responses are produced through two different control modes and that afferent information contributes to the timing of motor commands in the self-paced mode.